
 

 
CTE Vertical Team Meeting 
November 20, 2016 
2:00pm – 4:00pm 
 
Members Present:  Tom Boeck, Brent Koller, Angie Moore, Melanie Scheetz, & Kyle Van 
Ausdall.  Justin Schau was absent. 
 
 
#1 Each strand (Ag, Business, FCS, & Industrial Tech) to revisit their standards in our CTE 
shared folder.  Members should create a revised list of standards, excluding all the benchmarks 
under each standard. 
 
 Purpose:  to have a concise list of standards to be uploaded into the new 
PowerTeacher Pro portal for use after the conversion to PTPro in the fall of 2017. 
 
#2 To discuss the email from Kelli Diemer regarding the CTE Redesign Legislation.  
Nothing really new or changes from the previous meeting.  Andy Crozier said that CTE didn’t 
need to do anything locally regarding the redesign at this point.  
 
 Purpose:  to see if anything needs done right now from Central Lee’s standpoint 
regarding the update redesign to CTE. 
 
#3 To discuss the CTE position with SCC’s President Dr. Ash.  Again, Andy indicated 
nothing to be done at this point from the CTE Staff. 
 
 Purpose:  to see if anything needs done now in order to “water” the relationship 
with SCC and grow with them to help CL become a CTE Regional Center. 
 
#4 To have the CTE staff complete the CTE Resource Template.  Template includes all the 
courses that each CTE Teacher instructs, the resources that are currently used in each class, and 
additional resources that are needed to move the course forward. 
 
 Purpose:  to see the needs of the CTE Department for budgetary purposes in the 
upcoming year. 
 
 
Next meeting:  Follow up on CTE Redesign and monitor its’ progress.  Also look at improving 
our connections with our students to the community through job shadows, career days, 
internships, and others.  Continue to look at PTPro and see how the standards can be linked to 
each assignment. 


